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The purpose of this note is to establish the following generalization of 
Steffensen’s inequality. 
THEOREM. Let f and g be positive functions on (0, co), f decreasing and g 
measurable. Assume that, for some p > 1, f E L” + L” and g E LD’ n L1, with 
llg llpt = 1, /ML1 = t (+-+g= 1). 
Then holds 
1,” f (4 g(x) dx d WY’ (1; (f(x))” dx)l”, (1) 
where 2llp” cannot be replaced by a smaller constant. 
Steffensen [lo] proved (1) for p = 1. An attempt to extend Steffensen’s 
result top > 1 was made by Bellman [2], which attempt has been reproduced 
twice in book form (see [l, p. 411 and Mitrinovic [8, p. 1111). Bellman’s 
generalization is, however, incorrect, as has been noted by Godunova and 
Levin [6], where a generalization in a different sense is made (p < 1). 
We shall base our proof on an estimation of the K-functional in the theory 
interpolation spaces. Let A,, , A, be normed linear spaces with norms II * IlAO ,
II - HA1 3respectively, both embedded in a Hausdorff topological vector space 
~2, i.e., Ai C ZA?, i = 0, 1. Put 
K(t, a) = K(t, a; A,, A,) = a&$ol (II a0 lL4, + t II al IIA,), 
a;EAt,t=O,l 
a~Ao+Al, t > 0, 
At, 4 = At, a; A0 , 4) = -4 ~2 HA, t II a Ii,+), 
ueAonA,, t > 0. 
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Both K(t, a) and J(t, a) are norms. For more details concerning the use of 
these functionals in the theory of interpolation spaces see Peetre [9] or 
Butzer-Berens [4]. 
Proof of the theorem. Let f = fO + fi , fO E Lp, fi EL”. Then we get using 
H6lder’s inequality 
jr f (x) g(x) dx = /:f,W g(x) dx + /,“fiW g(x) dx 
G (IIf, lip + t IIf Ilp) J (+ Y LSL”‘FL’) 
= llf, IILP + t Ilf, I/p * 
It follows that 
I wf (x) g(x) dx d K(t, f ; L”, L”). 0 
But the K- and J-functionals are dual norms (see, e.g., Lions-Peetre [7]). 
Hence we get 
SUP s ;f(x)g(x) dx = W,f ;L”,Lm), (2) 
where the supremum is taken over all g with J( 1 /t, g; L”‘, Ll) = 1, i.e., 
max ( llgll,.~,fllglla) = 1. 
Inequality (1) now is a consequence of (2) and the following 
LEMMA. Let f be any measurable function and denote by f * the decreasing 
rearrangement of 1 f I . Assume that f E LP + L”. Then holds 
( j:’ (f *w dx)l’p <K(~,~;LP,L~) <2l’p’ (~~(f*(X))“d$‘p. (3) 
If p = 1, then (3) (with equality!) is due to Peetre [9]. For an application 
with p > 1 see Bergh [3]. See also Krte [5]. 
Proof of the lemma. We have the following well-known formula: 
(j~(f*kWd~~)~‘~ = SUP (1, If(Q’dx)l’D, (4) 
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where the supremum is extended over all measurable subsets E of measure 
m(E) < tp. Let f = fO +fi , fO E LP, fi EL”. Then follows by (4) 
(jf (f*(d)” dxyp d sup ( jp I fo(x)lp dx)“’ + SUP (j, i fi(~)l” dx)“’ 
and we get the first inequality in (3). For the proof of the second inequality 
we note that in the formula 
K(4f;LP,Lm) = Wlf, Ilrp + t llf, IILmm), (5) 
it suffices to takef, of the form 
fob) = I f(x)/ m (If(x)I -f*(sP))+ (u+ = ma+4 0)) (6) 
andf, = f -f. . We use this observation, taking s = t. Let E be the support 
of fo; then m(E) = tp. Then we get 
K(t,f) G (S,clf(~,l -f*wpqP + (jE(f*PNp~~)l’p 
< 21/p’ (j, I f w dqp 
< 2119’ ( j:” (f *(x>)” qy, 
where we have used (4) and the inequality 
II h, I/p + II A, IILD d PP’ II A, + h, Ilp 
valid for positive functions h, , h, . 
Proof of the theorem (continued). There remains to see that 2rlp’ is the 
best constant. To this end choose 
f(x) = If: ; ;“; G l, 0 < c < 1. 
, 
Then by (5) with f. given by (6) we see that 
K(t,f)= 1 -c+tc fort 3 1. 
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On the other hand, 
211”’ (1:” (j*(qJ q = 2W(l + c”(P - I))l’P, t > 1. 
Now both expressions tend to 2 as t + + 00, ct = 1, and the proof is com- 
plete. 
(It follows that 2l/“’ is the best constant in the second inequality in (3) too. 
By takingf to be a characteristic function one sees that 1 is the best constant 
in the first inequality.) 
Remark. The results of this paper can be generalized in the following 
direction. Instead of Lf’ consider any rearrangement invariant space X. Then 
we have, e.g., the following analog of (3): 
sup II x&l < Wt,f; XL”) < k SUP II x~fll > (7) 
where the supremum is taken over all measurable subsets E with characteristic 
function xE such that 11 xE jl < t and k is a constant such that the inequality 
II h IIx + ii b I/X d k(ll h + h 11x1 
holds for positive decreasing functions h, , h 2 . In particular, if X is a Lorentz 
space A($, p) then we have k = 2l/p’ in (8) and thus (7) can be replaced by 
an equality for X = A(+), i.e., p = 1. 
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